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Pi Tau Sigma Annual Chapter Report 


 


2012-2013 


 


University of Connecticut Pi Psi 


 


 A.            Initiations 


In this segment indicate your initiation procedure including selection process, requirements from 


initiates, initiation ceremony and rituals, and celebration.  Include dates and numbers for all 


initiations held. No need to list names of initiates.   


B.            Chapter Activities 


Include all chapter activities for the academic year.  This will involve fundraisers, community 


services, university projects, etc.  Please give sufficient details if the project involved other 


societies and if so what was your level of participation.  To support your statements you may 


include photos, local paper articles, etc.  Discuss your chapter meetings, banquets, convention 


participation and anything else that your chapter is involved with. 


C.            Other 


Include anything else here that does not fit the above two categories that will strengthen your 


report. 


  







 


A. Initiations  


During the semester, the program coordinator of the Engineering Undergraduate office sends out 


a list of eligibles to the chapter president. These eligibles are selected based on the GPA and 


include the top 33% of seniors and top 25% of juniors. These eligibles are contacted through 


email and are invited to an information session to find out more about the honor society and our 


chapter activites. .  At the informational session, candidates are briefed on the history of Pi Tau 


Sigma nationally and the goals of the Pi Psi Chapter at the University of Connecticut. Eligible 


initiates are invited to the bi annual initiation ceremony, but are not told exactly what the 


ceremony will involve. For the initiation, they need to bring a mechanical engineering textbook 


with 3 signatures from mechanical engineering professors as well as a check for the initiation 


fee. The occasion is business casual and starts with each eligible showing their signed textbook. 


They are then brought into a dark room, lit only by a candle, with the faculty advisor. Here, the 


advisor asks the eligible engineering questions which if answered correctly keep the candle lit. 


After the advisor has stumped the initiate, they return to the room with the others, pays the 


initiation fee, and signs into a membership book. After all the eligibles have completed this, the 


president and vice president welcome the initiates into the society by reading their respective 


passages from the chapter manual. The eligibles are now officially members of Pi Tau Sigma.  


There is usually a pizza party and social gathering after the initiation so that the new initiates get 


to know each other. In the spring, there is a general body meeting held at the same time so that 


elections can be held for the next year. Initiations were held on November 15, 2012 and April 17, 


2013. There was 1 initiate in the fall and 14 initiates in the spring.  


B. Chapter Activities 


Chapter meetings are held weekly to plan upcoming events and discuss goals for the chapter. 


Each semester, 5 students volunteered to help with the Engineering Open House and were tour 


guides for the event. The students were asked to bring groups of parents and students to different 


stations with demonstrations as well as answer any questions they might have. In February, the 


chapter hosted a Souper Bowl canned food drive for a local food bank in Willimantic, CT and 


delivered over 5 crates of food. To increase funds, the chapter held a Krispy Kreme fundraiser at 


the library before finals week. Lastly, we toured Nypro, Inc., a plastic injection molding 


company in Massachusetts, to begin our goal to help members realize what type of engineering 


work they would like to do, in addition to creating great networking opportunities. We invited 


Phi Sigma Rho, the women’s engineering sorority on campus, to join the tour and several women 


attended. The event was very successful. The chapter president also attended the national 


convention in Ohio this year. 


C. Other 








 PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT  


2009‐2010  


Connecticut Pi Psi 


 


A.  Initiations 


 


During the semester, one of the secretaries will send out a list of eligibles to the chapter 


president.  These eligibles are selected based on the GPA and include the top 33% of seniors 


and top 25% of juniors.  These eligibles are contacted through email and are invited to a 


meeting to find out more about the chapter and honor society in general.  They are notified of 


when the initiation will be and are invited to come to that. 


 


For the initiation, they need to bring a mechanical engineering textbook with 3 signatures 


from mechanical engineering professors as well as a check for the initiation fee.  The 


occasion is business casual and starts with each eligible showing their signed textbook.  They 


are then brought into a dark room, lit only by a candle, with the faculty advisor.  Here, the 


advisor asks the eligible engineering questions which if answered correctly keep the candle 


lit.  After the advisor has stumped the initiate, they return to the room with the others, pays 


the initiation fee, and signs into a membership book.  After all the eligibles have completed 


this, the president and vice president welcome the initiates into the society by reading their 


respective passages from the chapter manual.  The eligibles are now officially members of Pi 


Tau Sigma. 


 


There is usually a pizza party and social gathering after the initiation so that the new initiates 


get to know each other.  In the spring, there is a general body meeting held at the same time 


so that elections can be held for the next year. 


 


Initiations were held on November 17, 2009 and April 27, 2010.  There were 2 initiates in the 


fall and 10 initiates in the spring. 


 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


 


During each semester, the mechanical engineering department calls for volunteers to help 


with the university open house.  Each semester, 5 students volunteered to help and be tour 


guides for the event.  The students were asked to bring groups of parents and students to 


different stations with demonstrations as well as answer any questions they might have.   


 


Typically the chapter meetings are encompassed into the meeting for eligibles as well as the 


initiation ceremony.  There is usually pizza and soda available to help promote attendance.  


Officers meet more frequently to help plan activities however it is always a challenge to meet 


with everyone having a busy schedule.  The chapter president also attended the national 


convention at Texas Tech this year. 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2017-2018 


Connecticut Pi Psi 


A. Initiations  


The Connecticut Pi Psi chapter held two initiations for the 2017-2018 academic 


year. The fall initiations took place on November 16th, 2017, where one new member was 


initiated into the chapter. The spring initiation took place on April 18th, 2018, and two 


new members were initiated, bringing the total for the entire school year to 3 new 


members initiated. Our chapter invited the top 25% of juniors and the top 35% of seniors 


to attend an informational session to learn about Pi Tau Sigma, how to become a 


member, and the benefits of joining. The initiates were required to get a mechanical 


engineering textbook signed by three different mechanical engineering professors, talk to 


a mechanical engineering professor about their research and write a paragraph summary 


of what they learned, and pay $60 for dues.  


The initiation procedure started with the initiates being called into the initiation 


room one by one. The initiate would then first meet with the Pi Psi treasurer in order to 


pay the $60 dues. Once this was completed, a new initiate was called into the room to 


meet with the treasurer, and the first initiate would then speak to a different member of 


the Pi Psi chapter. During this step, the chapter member would verify the three signatures 


that the initiate obtained from the mechanical engineering professors. The initiate would 


then move on and speak to another member of the chapter, who would discuss with them 


the paragraph they wrote about a professor’s research. Finally, the initiate would move on 


to speak with the last chapter member, where they would receive their brass bent and a 


white rose. After every initiate had completed all of these steps, the president and vice 


president of the chapter read to them the initiation script from the PTS rituals on the Pi 


Tau Sigma site. Once this final step was completed, each initiated was conferred on them 


full membership into Pi Tau Sigma by the president of the Pi Psi chapter.  


Following this procedure, a short quiz is handed out to all newly initiated 


members to test their ability to work together as a team as well as their knowledge of 


engineering concepts. The result of the quiz has no bearing on anything related to 


initiation and is simply a fun exercise to get the new initiates to get more comfortable 


with each other. During this time, pizza and drinks are served. At the end of the initiation, 


members are encouraged to sand and polish the brass bents they received and to carry 


their white rose with them the next day to class.  


 


 


 


 







Summary of 2016-2017 Initiations 


Initiation Date 


 


Active 


 


Graduate Honorary 


11/16/17 


1 


 


0 0 


4/18/18 


2 


 


0 0 


B. Chapter Activities  


For the fall semester, the Pi Psi chapter activities included a trivia night, a guest speaker 


event, and the fall initiation in addition to weekly chapter meetings. The weekly chapter 


meetings were held to discuss plans for future events and encourage networking between 


members of the club. During these meetings members assist each other in finding internships, 


writing resumes, and building schedules. The trivia night event was held on October 26th, 2017. 


This event was open to all current chapter members or prospective members and was hosted by 


the chapter officers. The guest speaker event was held on April 4th, 2018. This event was open to 


all current chapter members or prospective members, and our guest speaker was professor Xinyu 


Zhao. Dr. Zhao is a mechanical engineering professor at the University of Connecticut and she 


spoke to us about her research in combustion modelling and computational fluid dynamics. From 


this event, one member of our chapter actually was able get a position working in Dr. Zhao’s lab.  


For the spring semester, the Pi Psi chapter activities included attending the Pi Tau Sigma annual 


convention in Miami, a 3D modelling tutorial, and spring initiation in addition to weekly chapter 


meetings. The annual PTS convention in Miami was by far our biggest event of the semester. 


The Pi Psi chapter sent six of our members to attend the convention hosted by the University of 


Miami. Our members truly enjoyed the opportunity to explore the city of Miami, network and 


socialize with other PTS members from around the country and tour the impressive engineering 


labs at UMiami. After annual convention, the other event held in the spring semester was a 3D 


modelling tutorial. This event took place on March 8th, 2018, and was open to all current chapter 


members and prospective members. The event was hosted by the chapter secretary, who has a lot 


of experience in 3D modelling. Our members were taught the basics of 3D modelling using the 


NX CAD software. During the spring semester we also held elections for new officer positions 


for the 2018-2019 school year. The elections took place on February 2nd, 2018, and was open to 


all active members. Each candidate was given time to read a short speech detailing why they 







would be right for the position they were running for. At the end of all of the speeches, each 


member present was given a piece of paper to submit their votes on. The votes were tallied by 


the sitting secretary.  


 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2018-2019 


Connecticut Pi Psi 


A. Initiations  


The Connecticut Pi Psi chapter held two initiations for the 2018-2019 academic 


year. The fall initiations took place on December 6th, 2018, where two new member were 


initiated into the chapter. The spring initiation took place on April 2nd, 2019, and three 


new members were initiated, bringing the total for the entire school year to 5 new 


members initiated. Our chapter invited the top 25% of juniors and the top 35% of seniors 


to attend an informational session to learn about Pi Tau Sigma, how to become a 


member, and the benefits of joining. The initiates were required to get a mechanical 


engineering textbook signed by three different mechanical engineering professors, talk to 


a mechanical engineering professor about their research and write a paragraph summary 


of what they learned, and pay $65 for dues.  


The initiation procedure started with the initiates being called into the initiation 


room one by one. The initiate would then first meet with the Pi Psi treasurer in order to 


pay the $65 dues. Once this was completed, a new initiate was called into the room to 


meet with the treasurer, and the first initiate would then speak to a different member of 


the Pi Psi chapter. During this step, the chapter member would verify the three signatures 


that the initiate obtained from the mechanical engineering professors. The initiate would 


then move on and speak to another member of the chapter, who would discuss with them 


the paragraph they wrote about a professor’s research. Finally, the initiate would move on 


to speak with the last chapter member, where they would receive their brass bent and a 


white rose. After every initiate had completed all of these steps, the president and vice 


president of the chapter read to them the initiation script from the PTS rituals on the Pi 


Tau Sigma site. Once this final step was completed, each initiated was conferred on them 


full membership into Pi Tau Sigma by the president of the Pi Psi chapter.  


Following this procedure, a short quiz is handed out to all newly initiated 


members to test their ability to work together as a team as well as their knowledge of 


engineering concepts. The result of the quiz has no bearing on anything related to 


initiation and is simply a fun exercise to get the new initiates to get more comfortable 


with each other. During this time, pizza and drinks are served. At the end of the initiation, 


members are encouraged to sand and polish the brass bents they received and to carry 


their white rose with them the next day to class.  


 


 


 


 







Summary of 2016-2017 Initiations 


Initiation Date 


 


Active 


 


Graduate Honorary 


12/6/18 


2 


 


0 0 


4/2/18 


3 


 


0 0 


B. Chapter Activities  


For the fall semester, the Pi Psi chapter activities included a trivia night, a guest speaker 


event, and the fall initiation in addition to weekly chapter meetings. The weekly chapter 


meetings were held to discuss plans for future events and encourage networking between 


members of the club. During these meetings members assist each other in finding internships, 


writing resumes, and building schedules. The trivia night event was open to all current chapter 


members or prospective members and was hosted by the chapter officers. The guest speaker 


event was held in October 2018. This event was open to all current chapter members or 


prospective members, and our guest speaker was professor Reza Sheiki who is a mechanical 


engineering professor at the University of Connecticut and she spoke to us about her research in 


combustion modelling and computational fluid dynamics.  


For the spring semester, the Pi Psi chapter activities included attending the Pi Tau Sigma annual 


convention in Colorado, a 3D modeling tutorial, and spring initiation in addition to weekly 


chapter meetings. We also elected a new President and Treasurer as the current two were 


graduating. The annual PTS convention in Colorado was by far our biggest event of the 


semester. The Pi Psi chapter sent seven of our members to attend the convention hosted by 


Colorado State. Our members truly enjoyed the opportunity to explore the campus, network and 


socialize with other PTS members from around the country and tour the impressive engineering 


facilities. After the annual convention, the other event held in the spring semester was a 3D 


modeling tutorial. This event took place on March 8th, 2019, and was open to all current chapter 


members and prospective members. The event was hosted by the chapter secretary, who has a lot 


of experience in 3D modeling. Our members were taught the basics of 3D modeling using NX 


CAD software. During the spring semester we also held elections for new officer positions for 


the 2019-2020 school year. The elections took place on April 2nd, 2019 during our spring 


initiation and was open to all active members.  


 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
2011-2012 


University of Connecticut Pi Psi 
 


A. Initiations  


Early in the semester, the chapter president receives a list of eligible initiates from the 
mechanical engineering office. Candidates are selected based on academic merit and must be 
in the top 25% of the mechanical engineering class as a junior or in the top 33% as a senior. 
The eligible initiates are then contacted by email and invited to an informational session. At the 
informational session, the chapter President and Vice President brief the candidates on the 
national history of Pi Tau Sigma and the goals of the Pi Psi Chapter at the University of 
Connecticut. Eligible initiates are invited to the bi annual initiation ceremony, but are not told 
exactly what the ceremony will involve.  
 
For our initiation on April 16, 8 eligible students were invited to join our chapter.  Candidates 
were asked to dress business casual, and come prepared to pay the initiation fee. In addition, 
candidates must present a mechanical engineering textbook with signatures from three faculty 
members in the mechanical engineering department. This year, several candidates had to 
stretch to engineering textbooks that were not specifically mechanical because of the increasing 
popularity of ebooks. After presenting the book, the candidate enters a dark room that is 
illuminated only by a single candle. Sitting behind the candle is our faculty advisor, who 
proceeds to ask the candidate a series of engineering questions. If the candidate fails to answer 
a question satisfactorily, the candle is extinguished and the questioning ends. After all the 
initiates have completed the interview process, the president and vice president each speak to 
the incoming class.  
 
In the past, candidates were sworn in and then served 
refreshments. This year, we tried to start a new tradition and 
hosted a pig roast.  In addition to inviting all members, the 
chapter also invited students from the general engineering 
community in an effort to generate publicity. Members enjoyed 
good food, good music, and the opportunity to socialize with 
other engineering students. 


 


B. Chapter Activities  


Each semester, our chapter is asked to volunteer at the UConn School of Engineering open 
house. Members are asked to serve as tour guides for the event, and to direct families arriving 
on campus. In this capacity, members were responsible for leading groups of prospective 
students to and from a variety of demonstrations arranged by the school of engineering as well 
as answering questions about life at the university. Typically, 
the chapter strives to meet monthly. However, officers generally 
meet much more frequently than that. Our chapter has a close 
relationship with several other organizations on campus, 
including ASME and other engineering honor societies on 
campus.  Last year, the president was so impressed with his 
experience at the national convention in Chicago that he vowed 
to return with more members this year.  








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


  2010-2011 


University of Connecticut Pi Psi 


  


A.            Initiations 


Early in the semester, the chapter president receives a list of eligible initiates from the 


mechanical engineering office.  Candidates are selected based on academic merit and must be in 


the top 25% of the mechanical engineering class as a junior or in the top 33% as a senior.  The 


eligible initiates are then contacted by email and invited to an informational session.  At the 


informational session, candidates are briefed on the history of Pi Tau Sigma nationally and the 


goals of the Pi Psi Chapter at the University of Connecticut.  Eligible initiates are invited to the 


bi annual initiation ceremony, but are not told exactly what the ceremony will involve. 


 


For our initiation, eligible candidates are asked to dress business casual, and come prepared with 


a means to pay the initiation fee.  In addition, candidates must present a mechanical engineering 


textbook with signatures from three faculty members in the mechanical engineering department.  


After presenting the book, the candidate enters a dark room that is illuminated only by a single 


candle.  Sitting behind the candle is our faculty advisor, who proceeds to ask the candidate a 


series of engineering questions.  If the candidate fails to answer a question satisfactorily, the 


candle is extinguished and the questioning ends.  After all the initiates have completed the 


interview process, the president and vice president each speak to the incoming class.  The 


candidates are sworn in, and then refreshments are served. 


 


The Pi Psi Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma conducted two initiations this school year. We initiated 4 


members on October 28, 2010 and nine on April 21, 2011.   


B.            Chapter Activities 


Each semester, our chapter is asked to volunteer at the UConn School of Engineering open 


house.  Members are asked to serve as tour guides for the event, and to direct families arriving on 


campus.  In this capacity, members were responsible for leading groups of prospective students 


to and from a variety of demonstrations arranged by the school of engineering as well as 


answering questions about life at the university. 


Typically, the chapter generally meets monthly.  However, officers generally meet much more 


frequently than that.  Our chapter has a close relationship with several other organizations on 


campus, including ASME and the Electrical and Computer Engineering honor society, and we 


strive to coordinate events with each of them. 


This year, the president attended the national convention in Chicago, and valued the experience 


so much that we are currently planning the means to bring more members next year.   








Pi Tau Sigma Annual Chapter Report 


 


2013-2014 


 


University of Connecticut Pi Psi 


 


 A.            Initiations 


In this segment indicate your initiation procedure including selection process, requirements from initiates, 


initiation ceremony and rituals, and celebration.  Include dates and numbers for all initiations held. No need to 


list names of initiates.   


B.            Chapter Activities 


Include all chapter activities for the academic year.  This will involve fundraisers, community services, 


university projects, etc.  Please give sufficient details if the project involved other societies and if so what was 


your level of participation.  To support your statements you may include photos, local paper articles, 


etc.  Discuss your chapter meetings, banquets, convention participation and anything else that your chapter is 


involved with. 


C.            Other 


Include anything else here that does not fit the above two categories that will strengthen your report. 


  







 


A. Initiations  


During the semester, the program coordinator of the Engineering Undergraduate office sends out a list of 


eligibles to the chapter president. These eligibles are selected based on the GPA and include the top 33% of 


seniors and top 25% of juniors. These eligibles are contacted through email and are invited to an information 


session to find out more about the honor society and our chapter activites. At the informational session, 


candidates are briefed on the history of Pi Tau Sigma nationally and the goals of the Pi Psi Chapter at the 


University of Connecticut. Eligible initiates are invited to the bi annual initiation ceremony, but are not told 


exactly what the ceremony will involve. For the initiation, they need to bring a mechanical engineering textbook 


with 3 signatures from mechanical engineering professors as well as a check for the initiation fee. We also ask 


that each initiate talk to a professor in the Mechanical engineering department, and discuss areas or research. 


The occasion is business casual and starts with each eligible showing their signed textbook. The advisor then 


asks them a general mechanical engineering question. After the advisor has stumped the initiate, they pay the 


initiation fee, and signs into a membership book. After all the eligibles have completed this, the president and 


vice president welcome the initiates into the society by reading their respective passages from the chapter 


manual. The eligibles are now officially members of Pi Tau Sigma.  


There is usually a pizza party and social gathering after the initiation so that the new initiates get to know each 


other. In the spring, there is a general body meeting held at the same time so that elections can be held for the 


next year. Initiations were held on November 14, 2013 and April 1, 2014. There were 3 initiates in the fall and 


14 initiates in the spring.  


B. Chapter Activities 


Chapter meetings are held weekly to plan upcoming events and discuss goals for the chapter. Each semester, 5 


students volunteered to help with the Engineering Open House and were tour guides for the event. The students 


were asked to bring groups of parents and students to different stations with demonstrations as well as answer 


any questions they might have. In February, the chapter hosted a Souper Bowl canned food drive for a local 


food bank in Willimantic, CT and delivered over 5 crates of food. We also held a canned food drive for needy 


families around Thanksgiving. To increase funds, the chapter held a Krispy Kreme fundraiser at the library 


before finals week. We held a post-initiation dinner in the spring with Provost Mun Choi to welcome the new 


members. We have begun planning for holding national convention at University of Connecticut in the year 


2016. The chapter president and another member also attended the national convention in 2014. Also, we have 


planned for a ‘sweat pants’ fundraiser, and also a tutoring program for first year mechanical students. We did 


not have time to actually implement, but will start next year. Our major goals for the upcoming school year 


include increasing our involvement on the campus, and becoming a very active group in the engineering school. 


We would also like to reach out to companies in our area, and increase the network that our PTS chapter has, so 


that being a member of our group has very tangible benefits. 


C. Other 








Pi Tau Sigma Annual Chapter Report 


 


2014-2015 


 


University of Connecticut Pi Psi 


 


 A.            Initiations 


In this segment indicate your initiation procedure including selection process, requirements from 


initiates, initiation ceremony and rituals, and celebration.  Include dates and numbers for all 


initiations held. No need to list names of initiates.   


B.            Chapter Activities 


Include all chapter activities for the academic year.  This will involve fundraisers, community 


services, university projects, etc.  Please give sufficient details if the project involved other 


societies and if so what was your level of participation.  To support your statements you may 


include photos, local paper articles, etc.  Discuss your chapter meetings, banquets, convention 


participation and anything else that your chapter is involved with. 


C.            Other 


Include anything else here that does not fit the above two categories that will strengthen your 


report. 


  







 


A. Initiations  


During the semester, the program coordinator of the Engineering Undergraduate office sends out 


a list of eligibles to the chapter president. These eligibles are selected based on the GPA and 


include the top 33% of seniors and top 25% of juniors. These eligibles are contacted through 


email and are invited to an information session to find out more about the honor society and our 


chapter activites.   At the informational session, candidates are briefed on the history of Pi Tau 


Sigma nationally and the goals of the Pi Psi Chapter at the University of Connecticut. Eligible 


initiates are invited to the bi annual initiation ceremony, but are not told exactly what the 


ceremony will involve. For the initiation, they need to bring a mechanical engineering textbook 


with 3 signatures from mechanical engineering professors as well as a check for the initiation 


fee. The occasion is business casual and starts with each eligible showing their signed textbook. 


They are then brought into a dark room, lit only by a candle, with the faculty advisor. Here, the 


advisor asks the eligible engineering questions which if answered correctly keep the candle lit. 


After the advisor has stumped the initiate, they return to the room with the others, pays the 


initiation fee, and signs into a membership book. After all the eligibles have completed this, the 


president and vice president welcome the initiates into the society by reading their respective 


passages from the chapter manual. The eligibles are now officially members of Pi Tau Sigma.  


There is usually a pizza party and social gathering after the initiation so that the new initiates get 


to know each other. In the spring, there is a general body meeting held at the same time so that 


elections can be held for the next year. Initiations were held on November 4, 2014 and April 2, 


2015. There were 11 initiates in the fall and 7 initiates in the spring.  


After attending the national convention many ideas were presented and may be adopted next 


year.  These include a more in-depth initiation quiz covering officers, history and academics.  


The casting or machining of our own bents, the carrying around of a white rose after initiation, 


along with other bonding activities.   


B. Chapter Activities 


Chapter meetings are held weekly to plan upcoming events and discuss goals for the chapter. 


Each semester, 5 students volunteered to help with the Engineering Open House and were tour 


guides for the event. The students were asked to bring groups of parents and students to different 


stations with demonstrations as well as answer any questions they might have.  For bonding we 


had a club dinner at a local Italian restaurant where members dressed up and had a nice night out 


on the town.  Also this academic school year we initiated a tutoring program running one hour 


after our club meetings where members would stay and any engineers could come and get help 


and advice on homework and projects.  The program has great bones but needs better advertising 


and awareness to flush out participation.  With that said the students we did help found it very 


rewarding.  This semester we gained a new advisor who happens to be the mechanical 







engineering department head.  He has become a great resource allowing us to even consider 


asking other departments to use their sand casting equipment and so forth.  One of his great 


contributions this semester was providing funding for 6 of our members to attend the national 


convention.  Included in this crowd were next year’s club president and vice president.  Exposing 


our juniors to the sheer size of the engineering community across the country, allowing them to 


befriend students from other states, and having them pick the brains of multiple club presidents 


really inspired them to take on a more active role and a builder’s mindset.  Currently our 


organization is at a redevelopment stage and with help from last year’s convention will see a 


great rebirth.  Finally this past semester we created a few engineering sweat pant designs for a 


fundraiser but were blindsided when the material science honor society launched an identical 


fundraiser mere days before ours.            


C. Other 


The upcoming year will be a rebirth of our organization with: 


 


A new website, 


A new advisor with company ties who wishes to help us get funding, 


Participation in an ASME robotics challenge, 


We’ve acquired permission to have our own workbench in the machine shop next semester, 


With help from our advisor and national president we’ll get the list of elegable students sooner, 


kick off initiation sooner, and get this club moving forward sooner. 


 


2015-2016 is going to be the year! 


 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


2016-2017 
 


Connecticut Pi Psi 
 


A.  Initiations 
 
 The Connecticut Pi Psi chapter held two initiations for the 2016-2017 academic year.  
The fall initiations took place on November 16th, 2016, where 17 new members were initiated 
into the chapter.  The spring initiation took place on April 26th, 2017, and four new members 
were initiated, bringing the total for the entire school year to 21 new members initiated.  Our 
chapter invited the top 25% of juniors and the top 35% of seniors to attend an informational 
session to learn about Pi Tau Sigma, how to become a member, and the benefits of joining.  The 
initiates were required to get a mechanical engineering textbook signed by three different 
mechanical engineering professors, talk to a mechanical engineering professor about their 
research and write a paragraph summary of what they learned, and pay $60 for dues. 
 
 The initiation procedure started with the initiates being called into the initiation room one 
by one.  The initiate would then first meet with the Pi Psi treasurer in order to pay the $60 dues.  
Once this was completed, a new initiate was called into the room to meet with the treasurer, and 
the first initiate would then speak to a different member of the Pi Psi chapter.  During this step, 
the chapter member would verify the three signatures that the initiate obtained from the 
mechanical engineering professors.  The initiate would then move on and speak to another 
member of the chapter, who would discuss with them the paragraph they wrote about a 
professor’s research.  Finally, the initiate would move on to speak with the last chapter member, 
where they would receive their brass bent and a white rose.  After every initiate had completed 
all of these steps, the president and vice president of the chapter read to them the initiation script 
from the PTS rituals on the Pi Tau Sigma site.  Once this final step was completed, each initiated 
was conferred on them full membership into Pi Tau Sigma by the president of the Pi Psi chapter. 
 
 Following this procedure, a short quiz is handed out to all newly initiated members to test 
their ability to work together as a team as well as their knowledge of engineering concepts.  The 
result of the quiz has no bearing on anything related to initiation and is simply a fun exercise to 
get the new initiates to get more comfortable with each other.  During this time, pizza and drinks 
are served.  At the end of the initiation, members are encouraged to sand and polish the brass 
bents they received and to carry their white rose with them the next day to class. 
 


Summary of 2016-2017 Initiations 
 


Initiation Date Active Graduate Honorary 
11/16/16 17 0 0 
4/26/17 4 0 0 


 
 
 







 
(Initiates from the Spring 2017 initiation ceremony) 


 
B. Chapter Activities 
 
 For the fall semester, the Pi Psi chapter activities included a trivia night, a guest speaker 
event, and the fall initiation in addition to weekly chapter meetings.  The weekly chapter 
meetings were held to discuss plans for future events and encourage networking between 
members of the club.  During these meetings members assist each other in finding internships, 
writing resumes, and building schedules.  The trivia night event was held on October 26th, 2016.  
This event was open to all current chapter members or prospective members, and was hosted by 
the chapter officers.  The guest speaker event was held on November 9th, 2016.  This event was 
open to all current chapter members or prospective members, and our guest speaker was 
professor Xinyu Zhao.  Dr. Zhao is a mechanical engineering professor at the University of 
Connecticut and she spoke to us about her research in combustion modelling and computational 
fluid dynamics.  From this event, one member of our chapter actually was able get a position 
working in Dr. Zhao’s lab. 
 
 For the spring semester, the Pi Psi chapter activities included attending the Pi Tau Sigma 
annual convention in Philadelphia, a 3D modelling tutorial, and spring initiation in addition to 
weekly chapter meetings.  The annual PTS convention in Philadelphia was by far our biggest 
event of the semester.  The Pi Psi chapter sent eight of our members to Philadelphia to attend the 







convention hosted by Drexel University.  Our members truly enjoyed the opportunity to explore 
the city of Philadelphia, network and socialize with other PTS members from around the country, 
and tour the impressive engineering labs at Drexel University.  After annual convention, the 
other event held in the spring semester was a 3D modelling tutorial.  This event took place on 
March 8th, 2017, and was open to all current chapter members and prospective members.  The 
event was hosted by the chapter secretary, who has a lot of experience in 3D modelling.  Our 
members were taught the basics of 3D modelling using the NX CAD software.  During the 
spring semester we also held elections for new officer positions for the 2017-2018 school year.  
The elections took place on February 22nd, 2017, and was open to all active members.  Each 
candidate was given time to read a short speech detailing why they would be right for the 
position they were running for.  At the end of all of the speeches, each member present was 
given a piece of paper to submit their votes on.  The votes were tallied by the sitting secretary. 
 


 
(Pi Psi members at the PTS annual convention hosted by Drexel University in Philadelphia, PA) 
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A. Initiations 


 


 Our chapter held two initiations for the 2015 – 2016 academic year. Our fall initiation took 


place on September 30th, 2015 where six new members where initiated into our chapter. Our spring 


initiation took place on March 29th, 2016 and initiated five new members for a total of eleven 


initiates for the year. Our chapter selected the top 20% of sophomores, the top 20% of juniors, and 


the top 35% of seniors to come to an informational session to learn about the honor society and 


how to become a member. The initiates were required to get an engineering textbook signed by 


three different mechanical engineering professors, talk to a professor about their research and write 


a short summary of what they learned, bring $60 dues and supplies, and were also required to sand 


and polish the brass Pi Tau Sigma bents. At initiation, the initiation fee was waived for the initiate 


with the highest quality polished brass bent. 


 


 The initiation process begins with the initiates waiting outside the initiation room waiting 


to be called in one by one. Once called in, the initiate first speaks to a Pi Tau Sigma member who 


verifies the signatures in their book and verifies the initiate spoke to a professor about their research 


and wrote a summary about it. Once completed, a new initiate is called in and the initiate moves 


on to stage two where he or she is quizzed on their favorite mechanical engineering subject by our 


chapters advisor to test their proficiency in their coursework. Once completed the initiate pays 


their dues to the treasurer and sits at a table with a white rose placed in front of them until all 


initiates have complete these preliminary steps. Once all initiates have progress through these 


steps, the initiates are read the initiation script by the president and vice president with initiates 


responding as necessary, ending with the president conferring upon them full membership into Pi 


Tau Sigma and entrusting them to uphold the ideals that Pi Tau Sigma represents. 


 


 Following the initiation the Pi Tau Sigma members excluding those just initiated vote on 


the best polished brass bent and waive the initiation fee for the winner. After declaring the winner, 


pizza and drinks are served and a short quiz is given to the initiated members to test their ability 


to work together as a team as well as their knowledge of mechanical engineering. 


 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


 


 For the fall semester our chapter activities included sessions in the computer lab where we 


practiced our CAD skills, the fall initiation, and a design project where we decided to make an 


electromagnetic launching device. Though we did make good progress on the electromagnetic 


launching device, our progress was stunted by winter break. 







 


 For the spring semester the big event was the annual convention in Los Angeles. There we 


enjoyed meeting other Pi Tau Sigma members, seeing the space shuttle at the science center, and 


listening to the interesting guest lectures from people in academia and industry. We also had the 


opportunity to explore the city and see interesting places such as Hollywood hills, the beach, and 


USC. While touring USC we were able to meet the USC Rocketry club and hear about their goals 


of becoming the first group of undergraduate students to put a rocket into space. This inspired our 


chapter to start a rocketry initiative where we set out to develop a rocket of our own.  


 


 For the rest of the semester, this rocketry initiative shaped the many of the activities are 


chapter took part in. In order to raise money we held a fundraiser in the student union selling Pi 


Tau Sigma shot glasses. Using the proceeds from this, we bought several model rocket kits and 


assembled them as a chapter. To celebrate the ending of the semester we finally launched them in 


a member’s back yard. Other events throughout the semester include a trivia competition, 


elections, and a resume critiquing session.  


  





